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Processing and Analyzing Online Face Images: Problem Statement
Facial images obtained from online sources can be used to link and identify individuals. Profile photos and
albums shared on social networks such as Facebook and Twitter, as well as photos discoverable through
Google searches, present vast quantities of facial images through which associations and locations can be
ascertained. However, exploitation of online face images requires specialized expertise in face recognition
software, processing methods, and analytical approaches to maximize intelligence outputs. Though online
facial images can be invaluable to intelligence gathering, utilizing these images can be labor-intensive and
technically challenging.
With Facebook users alone uploading 900 million images per day1, the volume of face images available
online presents a unique challenge for agencies attempting to derive actionable information from
image data. Experience in biometrically processing traditional, controlled face images is not necessarily
applicable to face images from online sources. Images uploaded to social networking and photo sharing
sites are particularly challenging for many face recognition algorithms due to variable illumination, facial
expression, pose, and background composition.
The ability to exploit and analyze faces from online photos is also driven by capture device (e.g. smart
phones, point-and-shoot, and webcams), filtering and image enhancement tools, and size limitations
imposed on image uploads. Sites’ ability to ingest and process variable-quality images is fundamental to
identity risk assessment, but this capability has only recently been formally studied. Further, as shown in
the timeline below, online services have dramatically improved their face processing capabilities over the
past 7+ years.

1 	

http://hardware.slashdot.org/story/15/07/01/1359257/where-facebook-stores-900-million-new-photos-per-day
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The various acquisitions of face recognition companies and implementation of face recognition into
social networking services and photo sharing apps show that increasingly more emphasis is being placed
on improving these algorithms. Novetta’s research into the performance of Google and Facebook’s face
processing algorithms confirms that these algorithms are improving over time. Even with challenging
images, Google and Facebook correctly grouped ~93-95% of faces. This accuracy necessitates a thorough
understanding of online face processing along with its threats and opportunities – an ongoing challenge
due to the pace at which this space changes.

Characterizing Online Face Image Quality and Composition
An initial step in optimizing face image processing is to characterize and analyze the quality and composition
of underlying face data. This drives subsequent decisions on which algorithms to use, which images to
prioritize, and how to filter and present results.
Quality. It is well known that sample quality is a primary determinant of matching accuracy in a biometric
system. While inter-ocular distance can be used as a first-order indicator of face quality, other aspects such
as pose, illumination, expression, motion blur, and presence of digital artifacts collectively account for a
significant portion of an image’s “matchabilty.” Methods of presenting this data are shown in the figures
below.

One challenge in analyzing face quality is the lack of a generally accepted, vendor-independent quality
measure similar to NFIQ for fingerprint images. While vendor-specific quality tools are predictive of
matching accuracy for vendors’ own algorithms, agencies may want to avoid being locked into a specific
matching technology. Therefore it may be necessary to utilize multiple software tools – encompassing
vendor-specific, vendor-independent, and tools not traditionally used in biometric systems – to generate
a full view into face quality. Quality analysis, as well as preliminary identification system benchmarking
and testing, typically leads to identification of outliers – subjects whose images are disruptive to largescale, automated matching. In biometric identification systems, a small number of images account for a
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disproportionate number of false positive identification errors, such that analysts may need to frequently
adjudicate the same false positive match.
Composition. The increasing proportion of multi-person images (from crowd scenes or social networking
accounts) available for exploitation necessitates an understanding of elements such as the number of
faces in an image, their location, and their relative size and orientation. Systems designed to process
heterogeneous face datasets may utilize dedicated face detection algorithms in parallel with face
recognition algorithms to maximize insight into dataset composition. Dedicated face detection algorithms
can often locate unmatchable faces that face recognition algorithms cannot accept, and the presence of
multiple faces – even if they cannot be enrolled or searched – may be contextually meaningful. Further,
as face recognition algorithms become more tolerant of low-quality images, knowledge of the locations of
detected but non-matchable faces may be used in subsequent builds to maximize exploitation. Novetta
addressed a similar challenge when analyzing and processing images retrieved from social networking and
photo sharing services (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, Flickr, and Instagram). These digital images vary considerably
in terms of size, composition, quality, and source.
Processing of online face images differs significantly from traditional biometric applications that rely on
controlled images in terms of use cases, image parameters, and workflows. The table below summarizes the
differences between traditional biometric systems and online face processing, highlighting the reasons for
such variability in online face images.
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Image Metadata
Metadata, in short, is any data that describes information associated with an image. Online face images
present additional challenges to stakeholders, as they are enriched with metadata which provide contextual
information about how images are captured, uploaded, and shared. Metadata introduced into online face
processing environments are vast and varied because many online services, in addition to preserving
metadata written into files from the capture device, provide the option to add tags to face images. These
tags reveal associated persons and locations that have the potential to be made visible across networks of
connections. Two types of metadata are created in online face processing environments: embedded and
social metadata.
Embedded metadata is created within the header of an image file upon image capture. The most prevalent
protocol used for this type of data is Exchangeable Image File Format (EXIF). While embedded data does
not alter the image’s appearance, it has the potential to store personal or identifying information related to
an image. Examples of EXIF tags capable of storing personal or identifying information are identified below.
•

Geolocation: Location coordinates may allow SNS to determine the capture location and altitude of an
image. Photos uploaded in the same or nearby locations may be flagged as similar by SNS, which may
in turn alter face processing results (e.g. increasing the number of tag suggestions)

•

Timestamps: Using date and time EXIF tags, SNS may determine that images are related to the same
event and alter face processing results (e.g. by increasing tag suggestions for a given event)

•

Camera make, model, and serial number: SNS may recognize that multiple images are captured by
the same camera. These images may be processed differently if the SNS prioritizes users who have
uploaded images from the same camera.

•

Free-form text descriptions and copyright information: SNS may use information in these fields to
identify related images.

Social metadata is created when users upload and share images using a SNS or photo sharing service.
Social metadata may be based on user activities such as likes or interactions; it may also be based on
upload method, account settings, or SNS-specific factors. Whereas embedded metadata resides in an
image header, with a known format, the location and format of social metadata is internal to each SNS. It
is reasonable to assume that social metadata is retained in data structures such as databases associated
with individual SNS accounts, as opposed to data embedded in a single image. Social metadata can be
categorized as follows:
•

Content-based social metadata includes, but is not limited to, SNS fields such as name, location, gender,
album title, connections, uploaded photos, and tagged photos. Identity information associated with
SNS accounts that own and upload face images can be used to ascertain social connectivity.
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•

Behavior-based social metadata includes but is not limited to an account’s age, photo upload methods,
and frequency of interactions with particular SNS contacts. Combining the behavioral profile of a SNS
account with a specific face tag enables the SNS to train on rich, varied images of a given individual,
including variations in appearance and age over time.

Online Face Image Retrieval Strategies
Recognizing that each organization’s dataset retrieval strategies and requirements differ, certain lessons
learned may help maximize the proportion of usable, actionable face images.
In Novetta’s case, to create large datasets with representative test data, Novetta has built a dataset of over
1m testable face images ranging from controlled, passport-style images to unconstrained group images.
This dataset, Sanitized Online Collection and Identity Analysis Library – Image Dataset (SOCIAL-ID), is the
end product of a photo retrieval and adjudication pipeline that processes and organizes images to assess
the following:
•

Face-richness (i.e. proportion of images with faces)

•

Social characteristics (i.e. proportion of multi-face images)

•

Account relationships (i.e. proportion of images with genuine
matches elsewhere in the account)

SOCIAL-ID is comprised of images retrieved from Facebook, Flickr,
Twitter, yFrog, TwitPic, and Instagram, providing an exceptionally
rich set of face data spanning ethnicities, ages, geographic regions,
and subject behaviors. Images range in size from the smallest
webcam-based profile pictures to the latest high-resolution smart
phone photos.
Novetta’s experience has shown that the SOCIAL-ID accountbased retrieval is much more useful for face recognition purposes
than simply scraping images off the web. Account-based retrieval
ensures that tens of thousands of genuine matches are present in
the data. SOCIAL-ID images are processed through commercial face recognition algorithms to detect and
match faces – this ensures that faces are present and that at least some genuine matches are present in
each dataset.
Face detection was performed on each retrieved image, and template generation was attempted for each
identified face. If successful, the template and all associated metadata were stored in a database for future
use, and the template was compared against all other templates belonging to the image’s SNS account. The
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resulting match scores were stored in a database and used to identify potentially interesting data subsets
for various test efforts. Further, SOCIAL-ID images and matches are reviewed by analysts to eliminate images
(e.g. celebrities, forwarded memes) not suitable for face recognition system testing.
This means that to the degree necessary for performance testing, ground truth has been applied to the
SOCIAL-ID dataset. This addresses a significant problem in biometric testing wherein insufficient genuine
matches are present to perform meaningful testing.

Face Processing and Analysis Challenges
Traditional, commercially available face recognition software development kits (SDKs) tend to be most
effective with face images taken under conditions in which both the subject and capture environment are
strictly controlled. These SDKs typically place limitations on the types of yaw, pitch, and roll deviations
permissible for successful template generation. Furthermore, wide ranges in image resolutions and
unpredictable capture distances can lead to significant variations in subject inter-eye distance. Where
possible, the thresholds for these properties must be adjusted to accommodate the greater environmental
and pose variations present in online collections.
Online images are also more likely to suffer from non-uniform lighting, noisy backgrounds, and non-ideal
subject facial expressions. The algorithms implemented within commercial SDKs are often tuned to work
best on large databases of images captured under a fixed set of ideal capture constraints.
Working with online images also presents the challenge of understanding the impact of filters and other
post-processing techniques, which occur frequently in user-uploaded photos. For example, Novetta’s testing
uncovered vulnerability to Instagram-style filters, such that certain filters reduce face detection rates (at
times significantly), while others increase detection rates. The paired images below illustrate missed face
detections (left) and new face detections (right) after filtering – missed faces are shown in red and detected
faces are shown in green.
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Traditional face recognition SDKs can be difficult to deploy due to licensing constraints, which may
require purchasing licenses on a per-machine, per-processor, or per-thread basis. Activation on virtual
machines or in cloud environments may impose further restrictions, and enrollment database sizes may
be capped depending on the licensing paradigm. SDK documentation is often lacking in detail and can
further complicate license activation, application development, and system deployment. These types of
considerations can increase complexity and cost when scaling systems to process large quantities of image
data.
Despite these challenges, traditional face recognition SDKs can be useful in conjunction with SNS-based
pipeline testing in processing online face images that possess wide variability in pose, illumination, and
expression to maximize each respective technology’s strengths.

Processing Online Face Images through Traditional Face
Recognition SDKs
When processing face images obtained from online sources, many of the workflows and procedures
employed to process controlled-capture data remain applicable. The methods through which traditional
images are processed and analyzed is described and illustrated below.

SDK Selection. The choice of SDK for dataset processing and analysis efforts is often driven by client-based
constraints (e.g. licensing, deployment environment). When examining datasets to gain an understanding
of algorithm performance, composition, or quality makeup, images are generally processed through the
range of SDKs implemented internally. For each SDK, command-line utilities can be created to perform bulk
quality assessment, enrollment, and matching. Alternatively, vendors may offer enterprise applications for
large-scale, persistent storage and processing requirements.
Pre-Processing. Before running the dataset through the template generation and matching processes, a
representative image subset is compiled and processed using the quality assessment functionality present
in the SDKs. These results are used to identify potentially interesting outliers in the dataset, identify
anomalous images, and determine whether edits to SDK configurations are necessary to permit the
successful generation of a reasonable percentage of templates. Where possible, thresholds are set as loose
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as possible to maximize the number of templates generated, but must often be configured to accommodate
dataset-specific ranges in Inter-ocular distance (IOD), face confidence/quality, or brightness. Unless there
are significant storage or processing limitations, settings pertaining to template size and match speed are
configured to perform the most accurate and thorough comparisons an SDK will permit.
Template Generation. Once the SDK-specific configurations have been roughly set based on pre-processing
outputs from the representative image subset, template generation is performed for the full dataset. During
this process, template generation results are monitored at regular intervals to ensure that the SDK-specific
configurations remain valid for the full dataset. If necessary, template generation is stopped, adjustments
made, and the process is restarted. The binary template data for each image is written to disk to speed
matching, and all quality information and image metadata are written to a database for future analysis.
Matching. Matching is performed once template generation has successfully completed for the dataset.
The methods used by SDKs to implement matching can vary greatly depending on the vendor. For example,
the input data to an API call for matching may require an image be compared to a template, or an API
for identification may return only a limited subset of results or obfuscate whether a probe template is
actually being compared against each gallery template. The matching workflow for each SDK is executed
as similarly as possible between vendors, while making sure to utilize each SDK’s capabilities as intended.
Where possible, multi-threading techniques are implemented in vendor SDKs to decrease the time to
match a dataset. With large datasets it is often useful to identify a score threshold below which additional
result granularity will not be especially helpful during analysis. Results that fail to exceed this threshold are
aggregated and stored in different manner to help speed metric generation during analysis.
Analysis. Metrics generated from the raw quality, template generation, and match results include:
•

Quality score distributions

•

Template generation metrics
- Failure to enroll (FTE) rate

•

Matching metrics
- False match rate (FMR), false accept rate (FAR)
- False non-match rate (FNMR), false reject rate (FRR)
- Detection Error Tradeoff (DET) curves
- False positive identification rate (FPIR)
- False negative identification rate (FNIR)

Resulting charts are analyzed to identify instances where vendor performance differed between data
subsets and quantify how the dataset performed between vendors.
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Extracting Data from Social Network Service Face Processing
Because traditional face recognition systems are unable to process images that are unconstrained and
unpredictable, processing social media datasets is difficult and often not pursued. Within the last few years,
however, various online services have developed recognition systems to process social media images.
While Novetta has tested various online face systems, the two leading services that process these images
the best are Facebook and Google+. Using vast amounts of face data provided from users, both Facebook
and Google+ have been able to build models in order to perform face detection and face recognition on
social media images with high accuracy.
To leverage this capability, Novetta developed various applications and workflows to retrieve the online
service’s detection and recognition results. For each service that provided an API, Novetta built applications
to process the social media images. Unfortunately, the APIs had limited capabilities and required an analyst
to manually upload photos, review the results, and confirm detections and tags. While the analysts were
trained and multiple mechanisms were put in place to ensure accuracy, this effort was time consuming and
still vulnerable to errors.
Since this initial testing, Novetta developed software referred to as the “Pipeline” that reduces human
involvement in retrieving recognition results. The Pipeline mimics typical user interaction with online
services by replicating human behavior such as clicking, typing, and pausing between actions. In addition to
automating the user interaction, the Pipeline also analyzes the raw results to compute recognition metrics.
The figure below illustrates the steps performed by the Pipeline to process social media images. Due to its
automated nature, the Pipeline retrieves results faster and more accurately than if humans were to collect
the results.

Based on Novetta’s history of testing face systems, using SNS with face processing capabilities such as
Facebook and Google+ is one of the most effective means of understanding the content of an unconstrained
image set. Though retrieving results from an Internet browser is more complex than retrieving results from
an SDK, online face processing services often find more faces that are small, in poor lighting, and off-angled
than traditional matchers. The more a system can process social media images, the more information can
be discovered about them.
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A Systems Engineering Perspective on Face Processing
In some use cases, face processing can be integrated into a larger system capable of analyzing co-occurrences
in images and identifying linkages. The diagram below shows how a Novetta developed application called
Harvester uses face processing to obtain information on persons of interest (POI).

Harvester’s data ingestion components are broken into seven different pieces:
•

Collection: Images are ingested in tracks (produced by a video parser) or from still cameras

•

Correlation: Faces are detected in the images; each face is matched against all others in the same
ingestion group to correlate unique faces and track individuals frame by frame

•

Matching: Matches are performed on faces (or tracks) ingested against the existing matcher gallery
utilizing a configurable threshold for an acceptable match score

•

Link Analysis: The following metrics are calculated to determine relationship “strength”:
- Total duration for which two individuals were seen (in a video)
- Number of encounters in which two individuals were together (in the same video)
- Distance between two individuals in the same frame

•

Alerting: Users are notified when a new relationship is created with a POI

•

Database: Two databases house Harvester’s data:
- Neo4j: NoSQL Graph Database storing data on entities (person, report, video, image, location); allows
for flagging of POIs and the assigning of relationships between entities
- Mongo DB: NoSQL Document database storing data on alerts, extensive biometric information
regarding each person (e.g. soft biometrics, aliases), and information concerning each encounters
between two individuals (date/time and duration)

•

User Interface: Allows for text and image searches and presents ingested data such as:
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- Displays faces extracted from ingested images
- Displays direct and indirect linkages between individuals
- Highlights persons of interest
- Identifies strength of relationships

Deriving Intelligence from Face Processing
Understanding Matching Algorithms
The ability to process online face images addresses several needs for customers working with face matching
algorithms:
•

Determining where to find face-rich data to use for testing

•

Understanding what types of images different matching algorithms are tuned to process

•

Identifying algorithm vulnerabilities

•

Characterizing the types of photos people are taking and sharing to determine how useful online
datasets are for face processing (e.g. selfies, posed versus candid photos)

•

Verifying vendor claims regarding accuracy, tolerance for pose angles and low-quality images

Person of Interest and Relationship/Link Analysis
Coupling face processing with link analysis enables intelligence analysts to analyze significant amounts
of video stream data. The amount of data precludes analysts from locating all person of interest (POIs)
and manually performing matching on all individuals linked to POIs found. Systems can be designed to
automatically perform the matching and link analysis needed to present a body of evidence to intelligence
analysts for strategic decision making. Individuals linked from images/video, typically through cooccurrences, can also be linked to HUMINT reports to build a full picture of activities, identities, relationships,
and whereabouts.
Online Identity Data in Social Networking Services
Images shared through SNS can provide substantial identity data due to tagging, the process of using
face recognition to automatically link faces to accounts. Tagging makes it easier to obtain information
about subjects in two ways: 1) Tags serve as a link to a person’s profile, which can provide a wide range of
biographical and behavioral information, such as location, family members, friends, interests, occupation,
and additional photos and 2) Tags are indexed by the SNS, making them searchable. SNS features such as
Facebook Search allow users to search for photos based on when they were taken, where they were taken,
and who appears in them. Whether due to improved algorithm training enabled by users confirming SNS
tags, or due to enhancements to core face processing technologies, online face processing is improving.
The threats to identity posed by online face processing such as unwanted tagging leading to improved
name searching – are therefore increasing. As repeatedly witnessed during testing, SNS functionality,
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performance, and privacy settings can change rapidly and without notice, highlighting the need to closely
and continuously monitor these technologies. These changes can result in more or less identity data and
network information being exposed.

Success Stories
Customers requiring face processing capabilities typically have highly specialized needs that vary with
each application and use case. This section highlights customer needs addressed by Novetta’s engineers
and analysts.
Cooperative and non-cooperative face processing with link analysis
Harvester provides the ability to ingest and process cooperative and non-cooperative biometrics (taken in
substandard conditions) and match that data against a cooperative/non-cooperative, resident database.
Harvester bridges the gap between standard biometric matching and the linkage of persons of interest to
others for the purpose of determining relationships, patterns, and HUMINT. This builds a more complete
intelligence picture for analysts and aids in the rapid tracking and acquisition of known targets.
Harvester Phase II (“Harvester”) was demonstrated to the government (I2WD/CERDEC) August 13, 2015
as a Proof of Concept biometric system designed primarily as a matching system of cooperative and noncooperative images and video extracts against cooperative and noncooperative data sets. Harvester is
currently installed in the Distributed Common Ground System - Army (DCGS-A) System Integration Lab for
analyst evaluation. For Phase III (2016), Harvester is also being targeted for the Intelligence Community.
Extracting specific image sets
Depending on the objectives of an experiment or task, sets of social media images need to be selected
carefully and meet particular constraints. In the past, Novetta has provided image sets to customers that
met the following requirements:
•

Minimum number of subjects per photo

•

Minimum face or photo size

•

Self-portrait photographs (“selfies”)

•

Photos from particular countries or containing subjects of specific ethnicities

These requests were often a union of these requirements. For example, a dataset that contains a minimum
of 3 subjects per photo, where the subjects are of Asian descent. With the SOCIAL-ID database, various
retrieval methods were developed to collect the needed images.
Face metrics were computed on SOCIAL-ID using various face detection and landmarking software. The
detection results provided information on the number of faces in a photo and the size of each face. Face
landmarking provided information on where key face parts on the image were located. In particular, left
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and right pupil landmarks were used to calculate a face’s Inter-ocular distance (IOD). This was useful in
searching for self-portrait photos. If a face’s IOD was a certain percentage of the image width (e.g. > 40%),
this would increase the likelihood that a given image was a self-portrait photo. A visual review of the
filtered results confirmed that the images were indeed self-portrait photos.
Retrieving photos from a particular country or ethnic group was made possible through SOCIAL-ID’s initial
collection stage. When SOCIAL-ID began image collection, information such as geolocation and the user’s
listed country was stored into the database for each photo and user. Therefore, during retrieval, filters
based on country names and ranges of longitude and latitude coordinates were applied. As with the selfies,
visual review was performed to confirm that the subjects present in the images were in fact from the
desired country or ethnic group.
Characterizing online face images
Novetta is often asked to characterize sets of face images, which enables customers to determine whether
the images are representative of those found online. Accurately characterizing images also allows
customers to understand the performance and limitations of face matching algorithms as a function of
different quality metrics.
Novetta’s engineers combine several pieces of software to compute
key face metrics. PittPatt, which can detect and cluster faces, as
well as compute face pose metrics for off-angle faces, is used to
retrieve images’ yaw and roll. PittPatt’s detection results, which
include key face landmarks such as pupil landmarks, are used to
compute the inter-ocular distance (IOD) for each face. Providing
IOD as a face metric is useful, as it can describe the resolution of
an image. Novetta engineers also use SeeingMachines’ FaceAPI
software, which tracks faces, to determine the pitch angle of offangle poses. Examples of the information provided to customers
are shown at right.
While PittPatt and FaceAPI are some of the few applications that
return face metrics, there are limitations to the software. As with
traditional face systems, PittPatt and FaceAPI cannot process
images with extreme yaw, roll, or pitch. For example, the highest
yaw and roll PittPatt could detect was 35° and 45° respectively
while the highest pitch FaceAPI could detect was 16ْ. Additionally,
in order to calculate pitch, FaceAPI required calibration settings of
the camera used to capture the photo, in particular the “horizontal
field of view” setting. Since calibration information for the camera was not available for each image, an
angle (for the horizontal field of view) was estimated through extensive testing and held constant for
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all images. Therefore, the computed values of pitch were relative to the calibration settings, rather than
absolute to the image observer. Novetta continues to seek, test, and use newer versions of applications or
new applications in order to provide the most accurate analysis of an image set’s face composition.
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